
A SYMBOLISM OF COLOR IN NOVELS

color symbolism in literature and poetry Colors have been used in stories since as early as the first story was told.
Writers and poets use colors to create concrete .

These include, typically, passion and warmth and aggression or intensity. They kept it secret for years. But the
color green quickly becomes poisonous. Fashion, textiles, dyes, and paint History of different cultural use and
meaning. Earlier pinked is used for serrated or scalloped edge, as a cut made with pinking shears. These
symbolize the life span, beginning with blue new birth and purple infant-skin shades and moving through
green young life, the orange sunset, the white winter, the violet of funeral drapes and finally a black room with
blood-red tinges. In this case, the blessing backfired: Joseph's brothers, jealous of such favoritism, assaulted
Joseph and left him for dead. Movie Legally Blonde movie where main character is fond of pink and submits
her resume on pink paper. Writers and poets use colors to create concrete images of their characters, scenes
and events. Black color meaning in Gothic literatureâ€” Black, on the other hand, is used in Gothic literature
to symbolize evil, death, power, formality, elegance, mystery and fear. According to the color theory, writers
and poets use Blue to depict trust, loyalty, wisdom, faith, confidence, truth and heaven. Other colors in
literature. It is a stimulating color that represents honor, loyalty, and stimulates mental activity. By Jacob
Olesen Colors have been used in stories since as early as the first story was told. In this final room, Red Death
claims the prince and his guests, a bleak end to all their colors. The tale of Snow White is one of the best
examples that depicts color symbolism: it uses Red, White and Black dominantly where White represents
Heaven, Red represents spilling of blood and an enticing-yet-poisoned apple while Black shows regeneration
as well as sexual desire. Besides, one has blue eyes and one brown. Green is first symbolically welcoming and
hopeful to Gatsby: A green light at the end of Daisy's dock makes him dream of a life with her. Scott
Fitzgerald's "The Great Gatsby" makes liberal symbolic use of colors, including the obvious meanings of gold
as a symbol of greed and graying ruins as symbols of death and decay. Color symbolism in French literature
As early as the 12th century, French writers and poets used only 7 colors to depict romance, characters and
emotions. Red color meaning in Gothic literature- According to a study published in by psychology majors in
Alabama, red is a very dominant color which can have an exciting and stimulating effect. Spain took cochineal
to Europe and used in clothing for both sexes.


